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Overview 
Organizations have been accumulating data for years, sometimes decades. 
Corporate networks are storing literally millions of files, folders, and emails. As the 
demand for more storage grew over the years, there were 2 options to consider: 
Clean up what was no longer needed and reclaim the space or Add more storage 
capacity to the network systems. 

 
Storage vendors reduced prices drastically, and we know that users are not very 
good  at “cleaning up”. So option 2 was most often the solution. Humans are data 
hoarders; they will always say that they need to keep everything, “just in case”. 
However, for organizations, this should not be a viable option. There are all sorts of 
issues to deal with around information governance, or IG – how to protect, optimize, 
and use the collective information as an asset. 

 
Unfortunately, most organizations have lost control of their unstructured data 
repositories; over time, they have simply thrown more capacity at the problem 
without necessarily putting in place the policies, practices, or tools to bring order to 
the chaos. 

 
The information that resides in that massive amount of data: 

• may have business value, but we don’t know where it is, or that it even exists 

• may be requested in the case of litigation against the organization 

• may contain non-compliant information and put the organization at risk 
 

External factors are putting more and more pressure on organizations to do 
something about the chaos: GDPR, HIPAA, FINRA, and more recently, CCPA. The 
status quo – keep everything without knowing what’s in it – cannot be maintained. 
There are key questions that need to be addressed: 

• Who can access our data? 

• What information do we save? 

• When should we delete it? 

• Where is my data being stored? 

• How do we audit everything? 
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They can be answered with a clear Information Governance strategy and realized 
with the right technology. This is where Ipro comes in to help organizations regain 
control of their unstructured data, which in turn will help them mitigate risk, benefit 
from cost savings, and put them in a much better stance when it comes to 
compliance. 

 
This guide will explain the Ipro framework to good Information Governance, the tools 
needed to use it, and how to leverage them. 
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The Ipro Framework to Good 
Information Governance 
The Information Governance Reference Model (IGRM) and the includes a lot of 
moving parts. Essentially, it points out that Information Governance is a cross-
functional discipline that involves many different stakeholders. It is a complex affair 
that requires much collaboration. At the center of it all are the standards and 
principles that are used to guide all Information Governance initiative. 

 
This model provides a solid framework for developing an Information 
Governance program, as well as best practices. However, in the practical 
everyday world of dealing with the data, which concrete steps should be taken, 
and which tools can  be leveraged to regain control of information? How can 
mountains of unstructured data be quickly tackled? How to neutralize the 
analysis paralysis that can easily stop Information Governance projects? 

 
This is the Ipro framework to Information Governance. A pretty simple wheel, 
composed of 3 repeatable phases: analysis, remediation, and monitoring. Why a 
wheel? Because IG isn’t meant to be a finite project, it’s a program. 
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Unstructured data (def) 
 

Data that is not in tabular or delimited format. File types include word processing 
files, html files (web pages), project plans, presentation files, spreadsheets, 
graphics, audio files, video files and emails. 

 
source: edrm.net/glossary/unstructured-data/ 

It is important to understand that while Information Governance encompasses many 
things in an organization, one of the most neglected aspects is the unstructured 
data, which is our focus. Let’s examine every phase of this wheel. 

 
 
 

https://www.edrm.net/glossary/unstructured-data/
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Phase 1 of the Ipro Framework: Analysis 

The first step to good Information Governance is to understand what’s in your data 
and who has access to it. 

 

 
File analysis serves to identify redundant, obsolete, and trivial (ROT) data. Redundant 
refers to the duplicate files scattered across the network or any instances of 
duplicate information. Obsolete data refers to files or information that is no longer 
valid; for example, old product brochures about products that no longer exist. Trivial 
files are those that have no business value whatsoever: music & video files, old 
Christmas party invitations, etc. 

 
It is estimated that ROT can represent anywhere from 40-70% of the unstructured 
data in any organization. For some, it’s probably closer to 80%! All this ROT is treated 
the same way as business-critical or sensitive information: it is protected, backed up, 
and located on expensive storage. 

 
Another aspect that needs to be analyzed are the permissions. In many cases, over    
the years, IT has granted ad hoc permissions to users and groups to fulfill 
collaboration requests. These permissions are rarely “cleaned up” and are very 
difficult to inventory. Organizations need to gain clarity into these permissions when 
taking into consideration the security of their data. 

 
Once an organization has gained some clarity into the metadata surrounding their file 
systems, they take a deep dive into the content. This is where dark secrets that lurk 
in their unstructured data – and which can put them at risk – are discovered. 
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There are different types of data to look for, and it will depend on the each’s industry.  
For example, any organization that handles credit card payments would be striving to   
be PCI compliant. One of the constraints of PCI compliance is that credit card 
numbers should not be stored unencrypted in files or emails. How do we find those 
instances of non-compliance? 

 
Organizations concerned with compliance audits related to external regulations 
(GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, PCI-DSS, FINRA rules, etc.) would need to know if certain 
information  are stored on their networks. Most have no controls in place to make 
that assessment. 

 
Any data stored on their network is also subject to eDiscovery in the case of a 
litigation request. Those who are susceptible to litigation or FOIA requests, greatly 
benefit from having the ability to quickly find precise information, review it, and export 
it for the requesting party. 

 
The analysis phase is also performed after a breach as cybersecurity professionals 
need to do forensics. Gathering information like, what did the affected users have 
access to and what was in these locations, helps assessing the seriousness of each 
incidents and deciding which action to take next. 

 
The outcome of the analysis phase is a set of recommended actions to be taken. 
These can include: 

• Steps to remediate non-compliant data 

• Clarity into data that can be disposed of (ROT) 

• Suggestions for organizing/archiving/storing unstructured data more efficiently 

• Suggestions for correcting and structuring network permissions 

• Training and policies that could be elaborated/clarified for end users 

• Suggestions for optimizing current storage 
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Phase 2 of the Ipro Framework: Remediation 

Armed with the knowledge of what data is being stored, who has access to it, and 
what is inside it, organizations then need to remediate any discrepancies with their 
policies. 

 

 
At this phase, organizations have gained clarity into the composition of their 
unstructured data. They can now update or define Information Governance policies 
based on what they’ve found and what the regulations for their industry require. 
Based on their findings, their policies should cover retention schedules, access 
governance, and the defensible deletion of any data that no longer has business 
value. 

 
They can take all the necessary actions to “clean house” and therefore mitigate risk. 
Duplicates and files that are no longer relevant to the business, or have never been,    
can be deleted. Old emails and files that have outlived the organization’s retention 
obligations should be deleted as well. Emails belonging to users who are no longer 
with the organization but still within the retention period should be archived. 
Retention and deletion policies can be automatically enforced. 

 
This is when organizations would also decide what to do with information that could 
pose a risk (those credit card numbers in emails, or Patient Health Information stored 
in the wrong location). Can they be deleted, or should they just be moved to 
somewhere safe? 

 
With a complete inventory of all the permissions assigned on the network in hand, it’s 
also time to start collaborating with department heads to ask who should really have 
access to what and apply the necessary changes. 
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Reducing the organization’s attack surface, identifying important data, and 
minimizing data access drastically reduces cybersecurity risks. It helps prevent the 
spread of ransomware, minimizes the damage in case of a phishing attack, and so 
on. 

 
When a breach or cyber incident does occur, access and permissions should be 
removed for the affected users. Important data which might have been damaged 
(ransomeware, deletion, etc.) needs to be restored to mitigate negative impacts on 
the organization. 

 
The outcome of the remediation phase is a clean system: 

• ROT has been disposed of 

• Important information is protected according to its value 

• PII, PHI, PCI and other types of regulated data have been either deleted, 
moved, or quarantined according to poilcy 

• Users only have access to what they need to do their jobs 

• Finding precise information is easier, improving productivity for all 
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Phase 3 of the Ipro Framework: Monitoring 

Once everything is in order, time to monitor. 
 

 
At this phase, organizations have much less data to worry about. It is not, however, 
the end of the road – Information Governance is not a “project” that is worked on 
and then checked off as “Done.” Ever! 

 
Certainly, the act of starting an Information Governance initiative, developing a 
strategy, and developing policies, could be seen as a project, but once in place, it’s 
an ongoing effort. This can be likened to doing the spring cleaning in a home: if 
regular maintenance hasn’t been taking place, it’s a big job! Once completed and the 
house is impeccable, though, one is faced with a choice: let it get dirty, dusty, and 
filthy for a whole year, again, and do another big spring cleanup in a year, or clean as 
you go and always have  a sanitary home. The latter also ensures that one is always 
ready for guests (regulators) and that things can always be quickly found (information 
requests, productivity). The takeaway is, life is much easier, and safer, in a well-
organized home. 

 
The amount of data versus the available resources in any given organization is 
disproportionate – that’s how most of them got in the mess they’re in in the first 
place! There’s just too much data for humans to manage easily or properly. 

 
Organizations should be using tools to automate most of these tasks and help make 
sense of it all. Delegating menial tasks through policy driven automation can keep the 
ROT and noncompliant data in check. 
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Setting up access governance policies and tracking those automatically against roles 
and responsibilities allows for significant reduction in risk. Autoclassifying and 
monitoring sensitive information by setting alerts will reduce risk and minimize the 
impact of security breaches. Alerts on HIPAA, PCI, or other compliance information 
allows the security department to ensure that storage and communications policies 
for sensitive information are applied properly by the users. 

 
To ensure that updated policies are respected for internal and external compliance, 
employee communications can be routinely sampled an reviewed. Findings can be 
used to further educate staff, or adjust policies. 

 
The outcome of the monitoring phase is a system that stays clean! 
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The Tools Needed to Use this 
Framework 
Now that you know what to do to have good information governance, how should 
you do it? In this section, we will look at the products offered by Ipro. 

 

Archive 

Replace your disparate legacy archiving systems with a comprehensive, secure and 
compliant information archiving solution. Start the clock on long-term preservation 
by indexing and stamping all of your content, thereby rendering it immutable and 
tamper- proof. This creates a permanent, easy-to-search repository of all your data, 
as well as an audit trail for rigorous, legally defensible traceability. 

• Flexible and customizable policies 

• Granular role-based access 

• 100% data retention 

• No vendor lock-in; You own your data 

• Rapid searchability 

• Your data can reside anywhere (on-prem, cloud, or hybrid) 
 

Analyze 

Take complete inventory of all files and associated permissions in your 
repositories through a single lens without having to use a myriad of unmanaged 
manual scripts. Examine terabytes of data quickly to shrink the surface of attack 
when remediating data. 

• Generate a heat map to identify data vulnerabilities, data redundancies, 
and data access issues. 

• Improve security by closely and rigorously tracking access rights 
and permissions by user, repository and who granted them. 
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• Create a remediation plan with in-depth reporting 

• Create graphical and customizable reports for simple remediation 

• Access metadata after a breach to know what the affected users have 
access to 

 

Enforce 

Following your comprehensive data analysis, define and  enforce  identity-based 
storage policies based on what you have found. Purge unnecessary ROT 
(Redundant, Outdated & Trivial data) to reduce your storage footprint. Detect 
unauthorized access issues and take immediate corrective action. 

 
• Privileged Access Management 

o Automatically provision and de-provision access rights 
(staffing changes, departures, etc.) 

o Vault orphaned data and purge it after the required retention period 

• Remediate non-compliant data (moving data to the right place) 

• Configure alerts to automatically monitor non-compliant rights assignments 

• Create an additional layer of security for your high-value 

content o Crypto attack 

o Accidental or intentional file overwriting 

• Create snapshot of high-value content at regular intervals to restore it 

within minutes if necessary 

• Mitigate compliance and litigation risks by defensibly deleting data 
retained beyond the prescribed retention schedule 

 

Audit & Remediate 

Automatically classify PII, PHI and PCI data and crawl every data repository in your 
orbit to find it. Immediately quarantine potentially risky information for review and 
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remediation. Perform automated random  sampling  (inappropriate  communications 
and policy violations) to mitigate liability, reduce legal exposure, create cost 
efficiencies and free up resources. Configure and receive automated reports which 
identify data vulnerabilities in real time for immediate action. 

 
• Use AI to classify the following data types (with AI classification add-

on): o PCI: Payment Card Information 

o PHI: Protected Health Information 

o PII: Personally Identifiable Information 

• Crawl over 600 file types 

• Comply with GDPR, CCPA and other privacy regulations 

• Retract phishing attacks from all affected mailboxes 

• Perform scheduled random sampling of communications and review them to 
verify compliance with internal policies or external regulations. (with 
supervisory review add-on) 

• Receive and act on alerts 

• Access affected data locations after a breach to know what they contain 

• Gain traceability to easily report on all compliance activities 
 

eDiscovery 

eDiscovery can be very risky, complex, resource-intensive and costly. The sheer 
increasing volume of information to be reviewed and the changing data landscape  
often requires the hiring of an external firm, which must be granted data access. 
Ipro enables you to simplify, accelerate, and bring eDiscovery in-house, thereby 
saving hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars in costs. Make faster and earlier 
decisions regarding litigation and settlements. 

 
• Discover all ESI relevant to your case. 

• Perform early case assessment by searching in real time, all in one place. 

• Role-based and collaborative case management within and across 
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departments. 

• Grant secure access to external authorized reviewers. 

• Collect only what you need from your different data repositories (on-
prem, cloud, or hybrid). 

• Apply Legal Hold to fulfill preservation requirements. 

• Export to multiple formats. 

• Maintain a seamless chain of custody throughout the entire process. 

• Reduce your storage footprint. 

• Accelerate FOIA request response time. 
 

Email & File Connectors 

In order to gain visibility across all of your data sources (cloud, on-prem & hybrid) 
you need to take full inventory of what you have. This gives you the confidence to 
find what you need more quickly. Ipro connects to an extensive list of locations 
allowing searches, audits, archiving, and remediation of unstructured data through a 
centralized view. 

• Crawl file and collaboration systems: 

o SMB/CIFS (file shares), Box, Citrix Sharefile, Egnyte, 
SharePoint, OneDrive, Teams, Slack 

• Connect to live email systems: 

o Exchange, Gmail, Office 365 

• And more. You can see our full connector list here. 

https://www.netgovern.com/sites/default/files/2020-07/NetGovern-Datasheet-Connectors%20-2020.pdf
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How to Leverage the Ipro Tools 
We have seen the 3 phases required to regain control of unstructured data, and we 
have seen an overview of the tools. The last piece is mapping the tools to the steps – 
what do we use, and when? What should the whole process look like? 

 

Going back to our wheel, we can map out the tools in the following way: 
 
 

Ipro Analyze Ipro Audit & 
Remediate Ipro eDiscovery 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Ipro Audit & Remediate Ipro 
Enforce Ipro Archive 

 
 
Ipro Audit & Remediate Ipro 
Enforce Ipro Archive 

 
 
 

Let’s examine how each tool helps in each step of our Information Governance framework. 

 
Tools to Use during the Analysis Phase 

Use: 
• Ipro Analyze 
• Ipro Audit & Remediate 

• Ipro eDiscovery 
 

In this phase, Ipro Analyze should be used to inventory all file systems. The reports 
produced will show duplicate files, how old they are, who they belong to, what types 
of files are being stored, etc. File permissions across the different shares can also 
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be reviewed. 
 

After using Ipro Analyze to inventory file metadata and permissions organizations 
should be able to clarify which policies need to be developed, or if policies are 
already in place, whether they are being respected. Either way, as ROT can represent 
40-70% of  all stored data, anyone who is serious about reducing it can go a long 
way towards that goal by leveraging Ipro Analyze. 

 
Then, organizations need to look inside that content and see if there’s  anything 
lurking  in it, putting them at risk. 

 
Once all the content is indexed (emails, attachments, and file systems), PII, PCI, and  
PHI can be automatically classified with Ipro Audit & Remediate‘s AI add-on. 
Searches can also be conducted with advanced tools that are simple enough for 
anyone to use. Any kind of information or pattern can be easily located. 

 
Or, if a breach already happened, a combination of Ipro Analyze and Ipro Audit & 
Remediate can be used to assess who had access to the breach locations, and what 
they contain. 

 
Ipro eDiscovery may also be relevant for those who deal with either litigation, access 
to information requests, or internal investigations. 

 
Tools to Use during the Remediation Phase 

Use: 
• Ipro Audit & Remediate 
• Ipro Enforce 

• Ipro Archive 
 

The reports produced in Ipro Analyze should have helped identify a lot of the ROT; 
however, it would be impractical to go and manually delete all the files that have been 
identified as such. By exporting the reports to CSV, they can be imported into Ipro 
Enforce and actions are automatically taken on them: copy, move, or delete. 
Duplicate or obsolete files, or files that have no business value whatsoever, could 
easily and quickly be disposed of, thereby reclaiming all that storage space. 
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Ipro Enforce also helps gain control of orphaned user home directories (those that 
belong to users who are no longer with the organization) and either move them      to 
secondary storage or simply delete them. Access rights and permissions can be 
remediated simply by importing a Ipro Analyze report. 

 
Data identified as out of policy, or breached, can be retracted and then either stored 
to quarantine, deleted, or moved using Ipro Audit & Remediate. 

 
Finally, Ipro Archive can be used to reduce the size of email systems. Old mailboxes 
belonging to users who have left the organization, or emails older than a certain 
period, can be archived. The live content can then be deleted without impacting end 
users as everything is still accessible from a web-based portal. This can have a 
significant impact on the email system by reducing storage, making the databases 
easier to maintain, improving performance, and shortening backup windows. 

 
Tools to Use during the Monitoring Phase 

Use: 
• Ipro Audit & Remediate 

• Ipro Enforce 

• Ipro Archive 
 

Once mailboxes or files have been stored in Ipro Archive, it’s easy to set up lifecycle 
policies on these records. For example, if an organization has determined that emails 
need to be kept for 5 years, emails that are older can be automatically disposed of 
from the archive, which leaves an audit trail. This helps ensure the “defensible 
deletion” of any data that is no longer required. (All data that an organization stores is 
subject to eDiscovery in the case of litigation. Why keep what you can legally delete if 
it can put you at risk?) 

 
Using Ipro Enforce, policies can be put in place to automatically provision/ 
deprovision user home folders, making sure that these are never “orphaned” again. 
Group and project folders can also be managed in the same way. When a user leaves 
the organization, the home folder can be “vaulted” to secondary storage and deleted 
after the required retention period. 
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Ipro Enforce can also be used to notify administrators of any changes in 
permissions; once these have been inventoried with Ipro Analyze, and all non- 
compliant assignments remediated, then policies can be put in place to monitor any 
changes. This would allow for ongoing remediation of any unauthorized permissions. 

Finally, Ipro Audit & Remediate can be used to monitor for any instances of non-
compliant data appearing in files and emails: PCI, PHI, PII, etc. Compliance/Security 
personnel can have a report delivered daily to their inbox, from which they can even 
take action, such as Delete or Quarantine. The ability to be proactive like this can go 
a long way towards reducing risk for organizations. 

Closing Note 

You’ll  recall that our diagram was in the shape of a wheel; that is entirely intentional    
and indicates that these 3 activities must be conducted on an ongoing basis. A good 
Information Governance strategy is a continuous cycle of analysis, remediation, and 
monitoring. 

Now you know how to fasttrack the implementation or improvement of your 
Information Governance program. Curious to see our tools in action? 

BOOK A DEMO 
IPRO eDISCOVERY SELF-SERVE DEMO



About Ipro 
Ipro is reinventing the way organizations interact with their data by transforming the EDRM and 

thinking “upstream”, we bring insight far earlier in the eDiscovery process, enabling teams inside 

and outside your organization to collaborate transparently at any stage, even before data is 

collected. By thinking about and interacting with your data differently, you will eliminate waste and 

reduce risk. We combine best-in-class governance and eDiscovery software with predictive 

analytics to give corporations, government agencies, law firms and legal partners the most open 

and effective solution to your data challenges. We bring you this power with an obsession on time-

to-value and your success. 
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